Introduction
The majority of receptive fields in primary visual cortex (V1) show high selectivity for the orientation and/or drift direction of visual stimuli (Henry et al., 1974; Hubel and Wiesel, 1977; De Valois et al., 1982) . In contrast, receptive fields in the major input to V1 (the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus, LGN), are customarily described as circular, displaying at most only weak orientation bias. Examples of orientation bias in the response of LGN neurons have been reported for macaque and marmoset monkey (Lee et al., 1979; Smith et al., 1990; White et al., 2001) , the nocturnal monkey Aotus (Xu et al., 2002) , and cat (for review, see Shou and Leventhal, 1989) . Orientation bias naturally emerges when high spatial frequencies are used to probe any receptive field that is not circular, because the short axis of a noncircular receptive field can "see" higher spatial frequencies than the long axis (Levick and Thibos, 1982; Vidyasagar and Urbas, 1982; Leventhal and Schall, 1983; Soodak et al., 1987; Passaglia et al., 2002) . Such bias is manifest as broad tuning for the orientation of gratings presented at spatial frequency (SF) above optimal for the receptive field.
Here we characterize a rare population of LGN cells showing orientation and SF selectivity that is comparable to that of cells in V1. These neurons are likely part of the koniocellular (K) pathway from retina to visual cortex, not part of the main parvocellular (P) and magnocellular (M) afferent streams.
The question if cortical afferent streams include orientationselective receptive fields is important for two reasons. First, in the hierarchical model of vision, analysis of the shape of visual objects begins with the generation of orientation selectivity by circuits in V1 (Hubel and Wiesel, 1977; Mishkin et al., 1983; Lennie and Movshon, 2005) . Under this view, orientation-and directionselective receptive fields in retina are of relevance only to subcortical visual pathways that control reflex eye movements. Orientation selectivity in cortical afferent pathways would instead support diversity of visual representation at early levels of visual processing in primates.
The second reason to study orientation selectivity in LGN concerns the functional roles of K pathways. The K layers of the LGN are known to target superficial layers of V1 as well as extrastriate visual areas (Yukie and Iwai, 1981; Fitzpatrick et al., 1983; Lachica and Casagrande, 1992; Casagrande, 1994; Sincich et al., 2004) , but receptive fields of K pathways remain poorly understood. Established components of K pathways in macaque and marmoset monkeys include color-coded ("blue-On" and "blue-Off") and "suppressed by contrast" receptive fields (White et al., 1998; Szmajda et al., 2006; Solomon et al., 2010) . Delineating further functional groups among K pathways will help to characterize the sensory inputs to the cerebral cortex, and will test proposed functional homologies of primate K pathways to "sluggish/W" pathways in nonprimate mammals (Irvin et al., 1986 ).
Materials and Methods
Experimental procedures conformed to the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council codes of practice for the use and care of animals and were approved by institutional animal care and ethics committees at the University of Sydney and the University of Melbourne. The responses described here are from receptive fields encountered in recordings from a main series of 28 adult marmosets (Callithrix jacchus, body weight 360 -475 g; 17 male, 11 female). Nine examples of "koniocellularorientation" (K-o) receptive fields were encountered in eight of these animals. (We present hereinafter the evidence that K-o cells are part of koniocellular pathways). Responses of one cell that were previously published (White et al., 2001, their Fig. 9A ) were reanalyzed. For normative purposes, responses of P cells (n ϭ 129), M cells (n ϭ 110), and koniocellular blue-On cells (K-bon, n ϭ 25) recorded from the main series animals under (as close as possible) identical stimulus and recording conditions were reanalyzed for the present study. Normative data from V1 were taken from recordings made in an additional four animals. Some of the normative data were previously published (Hashemi-Nezhad et al., 2008; Tailby et al., 2008b; Solomon et al., 2010) ; all responses were reanalyzed for the present study. Recording procedures. Marmosets were initially anesthetized either with intramuscular ketamine (30 mg kg Ϫ1 ; Therapon) or alfaxalone (12 mg kg Ϫ1 ; Alfaxan). Subsequent surgery was performed under supplemental local anesthesia (Lignocaine 2%; AstraZeneca) and supplemental doses of anesthetic as required. The femoral or tail vein was cannulated to allow the administration of fluids and drugs. A tracheostomy was performed for artificial respiration of the animal with a mixture of 70% NO 2 and 30% carbogen (5% CO 2 :95% O 2 ). The animal was placed in a stereotaxic frame and a craniotomy was made over the LGN or V1. Gas-permeable contact lenses were used to protect the corneas.
Postsurgical anesthesia was maintained throughout the experiment using an intravenous infusion of sufentanil citrate (6 -12 g kg Ϫ1 h Ϫ1 ; Sufenta Forte, Janssen-Cilag). Muscular relaxation was maintained with pancuronium bromide (0.24 mg kg Ϫ1 h Ϫ1 ; AstraZeneca) in Hartmann's solution containing glucose (5%) with added dexamethasone (0.4 mg kg Ϫ1 h Ϫ1 ; Mayne Pharma) and Synthamin 17 (225 mg kg Ϫ1 h Ϫ1 ; Baxter International). Body temperature was kept near 38°C using a homeostatic blanket controlled via a rectal probe. End tidal CO 2 was maintained near 33 mmHg by adjusting the rate and volume of ventilation.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) and electrocardiogram signals were monitored to ensure adequate depth of anesthesia. The EEG signal was subjected to Fourier analysis. Dominance of low frequencies (1-5 Hz) in the EEG recording, and absence of EEG changes under noxious stimulus (tail pinch) were taken as the chief sign of an adequate level of anesthesia. We found that low dose rates in the range cited above were always very effective during the first 24 h of recordings. Thereafter, drifts toward higher frequencies (5-10 Hz) in the EEG record were counteracted by increasing the rate and/or concentration of sufentanil in the venous infusion. The typical duration of a recording session was 72-96 h.
Recordings were made with single electrodes (stainless steel, 9 -11 M⍀, FHC) or tetrodes (Thomas Recording). Neuronal signals were amplified, bandpass filtered (0.3-10 kHz), and fed into a Power Mac G5 running data acquisition software (Expo, P. Lennie). Multiple cells recorded simultaneously using a single electrode or tetrode array were isolated using real-time principle component analysis. Spike events were recorded with an accuracy of 0.1 ms. Off-line analysis was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks).
Visual stimuli. A front-silvered mirror was used to bring the receptive field onto the center of a calibrated cathode ray tube monitor (ViewSonic G810 or Sony G520, refresh rate 80 -100 Hz; mean luminance 40 -60 candela m Ϫ2 ; viewing distance 114 cm). Visual stimuli were drawn with 8-bit resolution using commands to OpenGL. The stimulus was a drifting sinusoidal grating or a uniform field modulated in time; all stimuli modulated around the mean luminance and were presented within a circular window with hard edges (diameter usually 8°); outside this window the screen luminance was held at the grating mean. Refraction was optimized using the first encountered P receptive fields, by measuring responses to drifting gratings and selecting supplemental lenses that maximized cells' spatial resolution. Unless otherwise stated, the nondominant eye was occluded.
Receptive field position and stimulus selectivity were initially mapped using small patches of drifting grating. Michelson contrast was 0.5 or the maximum achievable ("1.0") and temporal modulation frequency was 5 Hz unless otherwise stated. Spatial-frequency tuning curves were obtained for gratings at orientation determined during the initial mapping. Orientation tuning was measured for drifting gratings at optimum spatial frequency; responses were measured for each of eight orientations drifting in each of two directions (0 -337.5°in 22.5°steps). Temporal frequency (TF) tuning curves were obtained at optimum SF and orientation. Contrast response was obtained for gratings of optimum spatial and TF, and orientation. Response was obtained for at least three repetitions of each stimulus, presented in pseudorandom order every 2-6 s. Each trial lasted 1-5 s; between trials the monitor was held at the mean luminance for 1 s.
The strength of input from short wavelength-sensitive (S)-cones was established from responses to square-wave modulation (0.5 Hz) of a uniform field that either modulated all cone types (achromatic) or produced selective modulation of the S-cones. Receptive fields showing greater response amplitude to S-cone modulation than to achromatic modulation were further characterized using S-cone-selective gratings. The S-cone-selective gratings were produced as described in our detailed studies of K-bon receptive fields Tailby et al., 2008b) .
Analyses. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) were subjected to Fourier analysis, whence we obtained response amplitude at the modulation frequency of the stimulus (F1). Cells were classified as "simplelike" if the maximum F1 amplitude was greater than the maximum elevation in mean rate (Skottun et al., 1991) . All P, M, and K-bon cells showed simple-like response signature.
For K-o cells, the larger of the F0 or F1 component of the response was used as the responsivity measure. For P, M, and K-bon cells the F1 amplitude was used. The F1 amplitude was used for V1 simple cells and the F0 amplitude was used for V1 complex cells.
Orientation selectivity was quantified by taking the ratio of the vector sum of the orientation tuning responses over the scalar sum of responses (Levick and Thibos, 1982) . The response R to a grating drifting in a particular direction is represented by vector in complex space with a magnitude of r (imp s Ϫ1 ) and inclined at the angle of (radians) by the equation R ϭ re i2 . A bias vector B was then calculated as the sum of response vectors divided by the sum of response magnitudes at 16 orientations tested:
The magnitude of the bias vector B represents the magnitude of orientation bias, termed the orientation selectivity index (OSI). The OSI varies from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates equal response to all orientations and 1 indicates response to only one orientation. We use OSI in preference to circular variance (1 Ϫ OSI) because larger OSI values imply greater response specificity. The angle p is the "preferred " orientation (orientation of a grating yielding the maximum response). Direction selectivity was quantified in a similar manner, without doubling the angular component ͑R ϭ re i ͒. Orientation tuning bandwidth was established by finding the best predictions of a wrapped normal function (Mardia and Jupp, 2000; Dakin et al., 2005) using the function lsqcurvefit in the MAT-LAB environment.
SF selectivity was quantified by fitting the SF tuning curve with a difference of Gaussian (DOG) model (Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966; Croner and Kaplan, 1995) :
where R is response amplitude (imp s Ϫ1 ), C is Michelson contrast of the stimulus, and f is the SF of the stimulus (cyc deg Ϫ1 ). The free parameters (K c , center sensitivity; r c , center radius; K s , surround sensitivity; r s , surround radius) were optimized using the nlsqfit function in MATLAB (MathWorks). SF selectivity was characterized from the DOG fits as follows:
Where SFI is SF selectivity, r L is response amplitude to the lowest SF presented (0.01 cyc deg Ϫ1 ), and r P is the peak response amplitude. A SF selectivity value L ϭ1 indicates complete bandpass SF tuning (no response at low SF) and a value L ϭ 0 indicates low-pass tuning.
Contrast gain was quantified by fitting the contrast tuning curve with a saturating hyperbolic ("Naka-Rushton") function (Naka and Rushton, 1966) :
where R is response amplitude, c is stimulus contrast, R 0 is the maintained firing rate in absence of spatial contrast (minimum discharge rate), R max is the maximum or plateau response, and c 50 is the contrast at half maximum response. The c 50 was taken to estimate contrast gain and was constrained with an upper limit of two; c 50 above unity indicates linear contrast tuning. Linear prediction of orientation selectivity. Previous work showed circular anisotropy in subcortical receptive field centers can produce orientation bias for high SF gratings (Levick and Thibos, 1982; Vidyasagar and Urbas, 1982; Leventhal and Schall, 1983; Soodak et al., 1987; Passaglia et al., 2002) . We therefore asked how much orientation bias would be expected if the receptive field center was elongated using a simple modification to the standard DOG model. We predicted how OSI would depend on receptive field aspect ratio (major-to-minor axis ratio) and stimulus SF, using parallel methods to those outlined above for characterizing SF and orientation selectivity. The receptive field center was modeled as a 2D Gaussian spatial weighting function with varying aspect ratio:
where R c is the center response, x and y are spatial coordinates on the major and minor ellipse axes, x 0 and y 0 are the coordinates of the receptive field center, and x , y , are the major and minor axis SD. The surround was modeled as a circular Gaussian:
where R s is the surround response, s is the surround SD, and other symbols are as in Equation 5. The cell response was set as the difference of center and surround responses:
where R is the cell response, R c is the center response (Eq. 5), R s is the surround response (Eq. 6), and k is the relative peak strength of the surround. The SD of the of the surround was set to three times that of the major axis of the center, and the surround weight k was set to 0.02. Center and surround were concentric. Response was the dot product of the receptive field and a synthetic grating of variable SF, orientation, and phase. Response amplitude was calculated by presenting 16 sequential phases spanning 360 degrees, then fitting a sine curve to the model cell responses. The peak SF and OSI were calculated as a function of the aspect ratio of the receptive field center. For simplicity we used model receptive field parameters based on averages for P and M cells in our previous studies Tailby et al., 2010) ; we did not undertake a more extensive exploration of the model parameter space (e.g., Tailby et al., 2010) .
To compare the simulations with recordings from real neurons, we calculated relative SF (that is, the ratio of SF at which orientation bias was measured, to the preferred SF determined from the frequency tuning curve). For example, a relative SF of 2 indicates that orientation bias (OSI) was measured at twice the cell's optimum SF. For simulations, optimal SF was measured for gratings at optimal orientation. For real neurons, optimal SF is poorly constrained in neurons showing low-pass SF tuning. In these neurons orientation tuning was normally measured for a SF slightly above the high-frequency corner. The upshot of this strategy is that for low-pass cells the relative SF appears high.
Statistical comparisons. Unless otherwise stated, Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric one-way ANOVA is used to determine significant differences between groups. Post hoc comparison (F statistic) is used to quantify group differences. Circular statistics were calculated with open source MATLAB toolbox functions CircStat (Berens, 2009) .
Cluster analysis. Principal components and k-mean cluster distances were calculated from z-transformed receptive field parameters using the princomp and kmean functions in MATLAB statistics toolbox (MathWorks). The k-mean cluster distance was calculated from the first and second principal component weights with 10 replicates.
Histology. The depth of each cell relative to the brain surface was recorded from a hydraulic microdrive (David Kopf Model 640). Electrolytic lesions (3-6 A ϫ 3-6 s, electrode positive) were made to assist in track reconstruction. At the conclusion of recordings the animal was killed with an overdose of pentobarbitone sodium (80 -150 mg kg Ϫ1 , i.v.) and perfused with 250 ml of saline (0⅐9% NaCl) followed by 300 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.4). The brain was removed and placed in glycerol solution (20% in 0.1 M PB). Coronal sections at 50 m thickness were cut on a freezing microtome, mounted onto glass slides, and air dried. Alternative sections were stained with cresyl violet to reveal the layers of the LGN, or left unstained to reveal electrode tracts and lesions visible by autofluorescence. The position of recorded cells was reconstructed by identifying the electrolytic lesions and tracks, and correlating changes in eye dominance with the laminar pattern revealed by the cresyl violet stain. Figure 1 shows orientation (upper row) and SF (lower row) tuning curves for three example cells in LGN and one example cell in V1. Orientation tuning was measured at an SF close to that preferred by the neuron, as indicated by arrows on the SF tuning curves. The center row in Figure 1 shows PSTHs folded to a single cycle of drift, for optimal and orthogonal orientations. As is typical of neurons in the LGN, the P neuron responds nearly equally to all orientations ( Fig. 1 A, B ) and shows mild bandpass SF tuning (Fig. 1C) , and responds in a phase-locked manner to drifting gratings (Fig. 1B) . These properties of P cells are well established (Hicks et al., 1983; Smith et al., 1990; Usrey and Reid, 2000; Solomon et al., 2002; Lennie and Movshon, 2005) . Figure 1 , D-I, illustrates the very different behavior of two cells in marmoset LGN with strong orientation (Fig. 1 D, G) and SF ( Fig. 1 F, I ) selectivity. For both the examples shown, responses to gratings with the same orientation but opposite drift directions have similar magnitude, indicating selectivity for orientation but not direction. This behavior is similar to that of orientation-selective cells in V1, as shown by responses of a V1 complex cell to the same stimuli ( Fig. 1I-L) . Responses of one of the orientation-tuned LGN cells ( We show in the following sections that these orientationselective and SF-selective receptive fields are likely part of the K visual pathways, and for this reason we call them K-o (koniocellular-orientation) cells. The K-o cells presented here were recorded in 8 from a series of 28 marmosets. As explained below (see Discussion) this low encounter rate may underestimate the true proportion of K-o cells. Figure 2 compares orientation selectivity in LGN and V1 populations. As explained above (see Materials and Methods) OSI ϭ 0 indicates no selectivity for orientation; OSI ϭ 1 indicates responses to only one of the tested orientations. For K-o cells, minimum and maximum OSI were 0.37 and 0.63. For other LGN cells, the range of OSI was as follows: P, 0.004 -0.27; M, 0.002-0.25; and K-bon, 0.02-0.17. The distributions of OSI for M, P, and K-bon cells are consistent with previous reports of LGN neurons where OSI was measured at or near the preferred SF (Smith et al., 1990; Xu et al., 2002; Forte et al., 2005) . The OSI for V1 simple cells ranged from 0.02-0.90, and for complex cells from 0.06 -0.92. Orientation selectivity in K-o cells was observed using stimuli that evoked vigorous (Ͼ20 imp s Ϫ1 ) responses ( Fig. 1D-I ). We used F0 amplitude as response metric for "complex-like" K-o cells and F1 as response metric for "simple-like" K-o cells. Indistinguishable results were obtained on recalculation using F0 as the response metric for all K-o cells ( p ϭ 0.53, Wilcoxon ranksum test). One K cell with an OSI above the range of P and M cells was partially characterized (Fig. 2C, gray bar) . This cell was a K cell recorded simultaneously with a K-bon cell; responses of this cell were not analyzed further.
Results

Orientation and SF tuning
Orientation selectivity
The orientation tuning curves of each K-o cell show response minima that lie at (or below) the maintained rate (Fig. 1 D, G) . The maintained discharge rate for K-o cells was 4.18 Ϯ 4.23 spikes s Ϫ1 (mean Ϯ SD, n ϭ 9). Mean direction selectivity index (DSI; Levick and Thibos, 1982) of K-o cells was low (0.06 Ϯ 0.07, n ϭ 9). The maximum DSI measured was 0.22. We conclude that the orientation selectivity of K-o cells is substantially higher than that of other LGN cells and is comparable to that of V1 cells.
Preferred orientation
Many P and M cells in macaque LGN (Smith et al., 1990 ) and retina (Passaglia et al., 2002) show orientation bias for radially oriented gratings; there is also evidence that P cell receptive fields are elongated on the horizontal axis (Smith et al., 1990) . We therefore asked whether the preferred orientation of K-o cells aligns with any visual field axis. When orientation tuning curves of K-o cells are projected onto their visual receptive field position (Fig. 3A) it is apparent that the majority of K-o tuning curves are aligned close to the vertical axis (OSI-weighted Rayleigh statistic ϭ 0.49, mean angle 81°, SD Ϯ57.6, p ϭ 0.04, n ϭ 9). No significant alignment relative to the radial or tangential retinal axes is evident (r Ͼ 0.25, p Ͼ 0.5). The reader should note that these statistical tests have different levels of stringency. Estimates of radial/tangential bias are made relative to foveal position, and thus are sensitive to estimate errors and drift in eye position (Smith et al., 1990) . Estimates of vertical bias are made relative to stimulus orientation and are not dependent on any retinal landmark. Randomly selected examples of tuning curves for P, M, K-bon, and V1 cells are shown in Figure 2B . Consistent with results from macaque LGN, the P population shows preference for horizontal oriented gratings (OSI-weighted Rayleigh statistic ϭ 0.30, mean angle 0.6°Ϯ67.8, p Ͻ 0.01, n ϭ 151), but the P cells in marmosets do not show radial or tangential bias (r ϭ 0.10, p ϭ 0.29). No clustering of preferred orientation, radial or tangential bias ( p Ͼ 0.2 for all tests) was evident for M cells (n ϭ 97), K-bon cells (n ϭ 16), or V1 cells (n ϭ 49). These data indicate that K-o receptive fields are preferentially aligned to the vertical visual axis, but (as explained above) a larger cell sample would be required to rule out the alternative possibility of radial bias. 
Linear prediction of orientation bias
Although the orientation selectivity of K-o cells is higher than that of P and M cells, it could nevertheless, in principle, be explained by stimulation of mildly elliptic receptive fields with high SFs (Levick and Thibos, 1982; Leventhal and Schall, 1983; Soodak et al., 1987; Chapman et al., 1991) . Figure 4A shows by computational analysis that this possibility can be ruled out. The contour lines show linear predictions of OSI as a function of SF, for drifting gratings presented to center-surround receptive fields of variable ellipticity. Superimposed on this parameter space are our measures of orientation selectivity for K-o cells, P cells, and M cells. The x-axis shows relative SF; that is, the SF at which orientation tuning was measured, divided by the preferred SF at the preferred orientation. Responses of the majority (7/9) of K-o cells can only be explained by the linear prediction if the receptive field aspect ratio (major/minor axis) is greater than four. In contrast, orientation tuning in the majority of P cells (50/73, 67%) and nearly all M cells (57/65, 88%) can be explained by receptive field centers having an aspect ratio below two.
For two K-o cells we were able to compare the orientation tuning measured using drifting gratings to a linear prediction based on receptive field mapping via white noise stimulation Responses were measured using 16 by 16 checkerboard elements, with intensity randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution, and updated every 30 ms (Chichilnisky, 2001; Solomon et al., 2010) . Figure 4B shows one frame of the spike-triggered average (STA) for each of these cells, which reveals distinct On-and Offsubregions in the receptive field. The temporal kernels of the Onand Off-subregions show initial peaks close to 50 -60 ms implied latency (Fig. 4C) indicating similar temporal processes contribute to the two subregions. From these data we derived a linear prediction of orientation tuning, by convolving the STA with synthetic gratings drifting at the spatial and temporal frequencies used to measure orientation tuning (see Materials and Methods). The predicted orientation tuning is broadly consistent with the measured orientation tuning (Fig. 4D) , implying substantially linear spatial summation for this K-o cell. Consistent data were obtained from the second cell tested (data not shown). As expected, the same procedure applied to responses of a P cell (Fig. 4E) predicts only low orientation selectivity. This example and the foregoing population analysis support the conclusion that the mechanism of orientation selectivity in K-o cells is distinct from the orientation bias exhibited by P and M cells. We note that the On-Off subunit structure, combined with a temporal delay between subunits, could potentially explain the mild directional bias of K-o cells (Dawis et al., 1984; Tailby et al., 2010) . For simplicity we did not explore this possibility further in the present study.
Orientation bandwidth
We next asked whether the strength of orientation tuning is comparable in K-o and V1 cells, by measuring the orientation bandwidth (Fig. 5) . Orientation tuning curves were fit with a bimodal wrapped normal function (Fig. 5A, inset) . Mean bandwidth for K-o cells (27.11°, half-width at half-height, SD Ϯ 7.44, n ϭ 9; Fig.  5A ) is comparable to V1 simple cells (25.96 Ϯ 11.44, n ϭ 17; Fig.  5B ) and V1 complex cells (28.84 Ϯ 8.98, n ϭ 10; Fig. 5B ). Orientation tuning curves of some V1 cells (chiefly cells showing pronounced direction selectivity) were not well fit with the wrapped normal model. This stricture excluded 14 of 31 simple cells and 8 of 18 complex cells. With this limitation in mind it can be seen that there is heavy overlap of K-o and V1 populations where orientation selectivity (OSI) and bandwidth are compared as a scatterplot (Fig. 5C) . We conclude from these data that K-o cells in marmoset LGN show orientation selectivity comparable to that of orientation-tuned cells in marmoset V1.
SF selectivity and receptive field size
Further evidence that K-o cells are distinct from P and M cells is the sharp SF tuning of K-o cells. SF selectivity was quantified by computing a spatial frequency selectivity index (SFI) from the DOG fits for each cell. A cell with SFI ϭ 1 shows completely bandpass tuning (no response at low SF); a cell with SFI ϭ 0 shows low-pass SF tuning. The mean SFI for K-o cells (0.70, SD Ϯ 0.27, n ϭ 9) was greater than the SFI for P cells (0.43 Ϯ 0.24, n ϭ 79, p Ͻ 0.02, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), M cells (0.46 Ϯ 0.17, n ϭ 65, p Ͻ 0.02), or K-bon cells (0.27 Ϯ 0.15, n ϭ 11, p Ͻ 0.02) but comparable to V1 simple cells (0.57 Ϯ 0.30, n ϭ 31, p ϭ 0.32) and V1 complex cells (0.68 Ϯ 0.17, n ϭ 18, p ϭ 0.55). When orientation and SF selectivity are considered together, the K-o cell distribution overlaps with that of V1 cells (Fig. 6A-D) . It should be noted, however, that the orientation selectivity in K-o cells appears uncorrelated to the SF selectivity, whereas there is clear correlation in the sample of V1 neurons.
Three K-o cells showed strong orientation selectivity and weaker SF selectivity (Fig. 5C ), but were not obviously distinct from other K-o cells on other measured response parameters (Table 1 ). These data show that orientation selectivity in most K-o cells is accompanied by bandpass SF tuning. We did not attempt to identify functional subgroups within K-o cells because the numbers are too low to yield interpretable data.
The K cell populations described so far in the literature tend to have larger receptive fields than do P and M cells (Irvin et al., 1986, 1993; White et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2001 Xu et al., , 2002 Solomon et al., 2002) , and the dendritic fields of K-projecting ganglion cells are generally larger than the dendritic fields of M-and P-projecting cells (Rodieck and Watanabe, 1993; Dacey et al., 2003; Szmajda et al., 2008) . We asked whether K-o cells have large receptive fields, allowing a small number of cells to encode a large area of visual space. This prediction was, however, not supported by the data. Figure 7 shows receptive field center diameter for LGN and V1 cells. As expected, receptive field diameter increases with eccentricity for P, M, and K-bon cells, and P cells show smallest center diameter at a given eccentricity (Derrington and Lennie, 1984; Crook et al., 1988; Usrey and Reid, 2000; Levitt et al., 2001; White et al., 2001; Solomon et al., 2002) . Considering only cells with receptive fields in the first 10°eccentricity, the receptive field sizes of K-o cells are significantly smaller than K-bon cells ( p Ͻ 0.02), and close to that of P cells ( p ϭ 0.99) and M cells ( p ϭ 0.46). The receptive fields of K-o cells are likewise smaller than V1 simple cells ( p Ͻ 0.02) and V1 complex cells ( p ϭ 0.07). It is important to note that (as shown in Fig. 4 ) the DOG model can provide only a rough description of the K-o cell receptive field. For simplicity in the present study we did not try to apply more complex receptive models (for example, we did not attempt to model the subunit structure implied by Fig. 4) . Insofar as the DOG model does give an estimate of the spatial profile of the dominant subunit, we can nevertheless conclude that the receptive field dimensions of K-o cells are not substantially different from the dimensions of P and M cells. The implications of this fact for the nature of inputs to K-o cells are taken up in the Discussion section.
Contrast and TF tuning
Contrast and TF tuning curves were analyzed to determine whether K-o cells showed other distinguishing characteristics from other LGN cells and/or similarities to V1 cells. Lennie, 1984; Kaplan and Shapley, 1986; Lee et al., 1990; Sclar et al., 1990; Solomon et al., 2002) . Contrast tuning curves were fit with the Naka-Rushton model (see Materials and Methods) 98 Hz, n ϭ 101) and lower TF is preferred by P cells (7.58 Ϯ 0.32 Hz, n ϭ 116), K-bon cells (6.49 Ϯ 1.43, n ϭ 18), V1 simple cells (6.20 Ϯ 0.82, n ϭ 20), and V1 complex cells (7.26 Ϯ 1.10, n ϭ 19). As evident from Figure 9 , K-o cells and K-bon cells tend to have low-pass TF profiles compared with the other cell groups studied. Temporal tuning of P, M, and K-bon populations are consistent with previous reports for diurnal monkeys (Derrington and Lennie, 1984; Lee et al., 1990; Solomon et al., 1999; Usrey and Reid, 2000; Levitt et al., 2001; Tailby et al., 2008a,b; Alitto et al., 2011) . test) is of interest, because it shows that simple convergence of P or M retinal afferents cannot explain the properties of K-o cells. We return to this point in a later section.
S-cone input
We show hereinafter that K-o cells are part of the koniocellular division of the LGN. The best-characterized division of the koniocellular pathway is the blue-On/yellow-Off (K-bon) pathway, comprising receptive fields that receive strong excitatory input from S-cones. We previously showed that some K-bon cells exhibit orientation and direction bias for achromatic gratings, as a result of spatial asymmetries of their cone inputs (Tailby et al., 2010) . We therefore asked whether S-cone signals also influence K-o cells. The relative weight of S-cone input was measured in six of nine K-o cells using achromatic and S-cone-isolating uniform fields, under square-wave temporal modulation at 0.5 Hz. Five K-o cells did not show any response to this stimulus. One K-o cell showed feeble responses; response of this cell to a drifting S-cone selective grating (presented at preferred achromatic orientation) was 15 spikes s Ϫ1 at 80% S-cone contrast (SF 0.4 cycle per degree (CPD), TF 5 Hz), cf. 43 spikes s Ϫ1 at 50% achromatic contrast (SF 0.8 CPD, TF 5 Hz). These data suggest that S-cone signals do not have a strong influence on K-o receptive fields. Previous studies show that P and M cells are functionally isolated from S-cone input, that is, the strength of S-cone signals to P and M cells is below that expected on the basis of random cone connections (Sun et al., 2006; Tailby et al., 2008b) . Our sample of K-o cell is too small to answer the question of whether K-o cells are also isolated from S-cone signals in this way, but do rule out a prominent S-cone input to K-o cells as shown for K-bon and K blue-Off cells.
Binocular responses
Where tested (n ϭ 4), K-o cells showed an increase in discharge evoked through monocular stimulation of either eye. For expediency we characterized K-o cells by measuring responses to monocular stimulation through the dominant eye. In two instances the cell recording was held for long enough to allow properties of nondominant eye inputs to be explored. Figure 10 , A-F, shows the response of one K-o cell to stimuli delivered sequentially through each eye. The contralateral (right) eye was dominant (Fig. 10A-C) . Stimulation through the ipsilateral eye ( Fig. 10D-F ) also produced robust responses at the grating modulation frequency, at approximately one-third the amplitude of responses evoked though the contralateral eye (Fig. 10, compare A, D) . Identical spike waveforms consistent with soma recordings (Bishop et al., 1962) were recorded for stimulation through either eye (Fig. 10 A, D, insets) . This observation rules out the possibility that the recordings come from two different cells. This K-o cell was recorded in the KC layer between the contralateral and ipsilateral P layers (the reconstructed position of this cell is indicated in Fig. 13 ), allowing the possibility for convergent inputs from both eyes. Interestingly, the two eyes appear to generate different orientation preference (Fig. 10 A, D) . In paralyzed marmosets the left and right eye optical axes can be separated by up to 4°horizontally and up to 2°v ertically (P. Martin, S. Solomon, unpublished observations). We did not attempt to control for the resulting differential image rotation, as any discrepancy would be smaller than the orientation sampling increment (22.5°). Figure 10 , G-I, shows another example of binocular input to a K-o cell. The dominant eye was the ipsilateral (right) eye. This cell showed only feeble responses to gratings presented through the contralateral eye. However, responses to brief (200 ms), uniform stimuli (12°diameter, 60% contrast) showed binocular facilitation (Fig. 10I ) ; maximum response to ipsilateral stimulation was 30 spikes s Ϫ1 ; to contralateral stimulation 25 spikes s Ϫ1 ; and to binocular stimulation 80 spikes s Ϫ1 (Fig. 10G-I ). Spike waveforms (Fig. 10G-I , insets) recorded under ipsilateral or contralateral eye stimulation are indistinguishable, and are consistent with soma recording. These limited data suggest that K-o cell responses can be influenced (either directly or indirectly) by inputs from both eyes.
Objective classification of K-o cells
In this section we support our classification of K-o cells as a distinct functional population in the LGN, by showing that their responses can be objectively distinguished from those of other LGN cells. Objective classification was performed using multivariate dimension reduction (principal component analysis and objective partitioning (k-means clustering) as described (see Materials and Methods). Figure 11A shows the LGN populations projected onto first and second principal component weights derived from the following receptive field properties: TF selectivity (TFI), SF selectivity (SFI), orientation selectivity (OSI), achromatic contrast sensitivity (c 50 ), and receptive field center radius (R c ). Here, as expected (Irvin et al., 1986; White et al., 2001) , the P, M, and K-bon cells form partially overlapping clusters. Five K-o cells had measures for all the input parameters; these cells form a distinct cluster that appears well separated from the other LGN populations (Fig. 11A) . Projections of the input parameters onto the reduced data space (Fig. 11B) shows that orientation and SF selectivity are the main drivers of variance between K-o cells and the other LGN populations.
We next asked whether unsupervised (k-mean) partitioning can support our cell classifications. Data were partitioned into four clusters; the centroid positions of these clusters (Fig. 11B, target 
Cell location
Locations of four K-o cells were directly identified from brain reconstructions in three animals. Figure 12 shows an example of Nissl staining (Fig. 12A ) and unstained autofluorescence (Fig.  12B ) in sections containing two recording tracks. Reconstruction of recorded cells on one these tracks is shown in Figure 12C . One K-o cell was encountered on this track; the position was reconstructed in the internal M layer near layer K2 (Fig. 12C, arrow) . A second example track (Fig. 12D) shows recording locations of two K-o cells between the internal and external P layers in layer K4. A fourth K-o cell (data not shown) was reconstructed in layer K3 between the P and M layers (my71u11). Locations of four additional K-o cells were inferred from eye dominance transitions and functional properties of neighboring neurons in the track. The recording locations of these and the reconstructed K-o cells are summarized in Figure 13 . In sum, six of eight K-o cells were assigned to K layers, with two cells assigned to M layers. These data constitute our evidence that orientation-selective receptive fields are segregated to the K visual pathways.
Discussion
Orientation-selective receptive fields comparable to the K-o cells described here have not, to our knowledge, been reported in LGN of any mammal studied so far. In the following we first ask whether K-o cells represent a new functional population of LGN cells. Second we address possible sources of orientation selectivity in subcortical receptive fields. Finally we speculate on possible functional roles for orientation signals in the LGN.
Do K-o cells represent a new functional population of LGN cells?
The K-o cells were very rarely encountered, inviting the obvious objection that their responses arise from spurious recordings, or are a statistical anomaly without relevance for visual processing. The first possibility is easy to dismiss. The K-o receptive fields are not, for example, recordings from two neurons with spatially offset receptive fields. Spike waveforms of all K-o cells showed consistent homogeneous shape expected from single cell soma recordings (Fig. 10 B, E,G-I ) , and none of the K-o spike trains recorded showed refractory period violations (Ͼ1 spike in Ͻ2 ms, data not shown). The unlikely possibility that two neurons with identical spike waveforms were recorded simultaneously can likewise be dismissed, because in this case gratings drifting orthogonal to the preferred direction would elicit robust responses. Responses of K-o cells to nonpreferred orientations, however, fall to (or below) the maintained discharge rate (Figs. 1, 10) .
The question whether the low encounter rate of K-o cells reflects a vanishingly low frequency of these cells in LGN is not simple to answer. The K pathway cells in primate LGN are small and difficult to record (Norton and Casagrande, 1982; Irvin et al., 1986; Solomon et al., 2006; Tailby et al., 2007) . We preferentially recorded from K layers using high impedance (Ͼ10 MOhm) electrodes. Such electrodes give good isolation of extracellular action potentials from small cell bodies, at the cost of low encounter rates. Another problem we encountered is that the K-o cells showed low maintained discharge, and could not be easily targeted with visual "lure" stimuli. In contrast, P and M cells respond vigorously to achromatic gratings of any orientation; K-bon cells respond vigorously to S-cone selective gratings; and vigorous maintained activity in koniocellular suppressed-bycontrast cells is quenched by flashed or moving stimuli. These response signatures are obvious to a trained observer. In other words, at least three factors (electrode bias, low maintained discharge rate, and high stimulus selectivity) would serve to reduce the encounter rate of K-o cells relative to other LGN receptive fields. On the other hand, the K-o receptive fields are as small as P and M cell fields (Fig. 7A-C) : this fact makes it difficult to conceive that K-o cells could uniformly tile the visual field at multiple orientations. We return to these questions in a later section, for now it is important to reiterate that the K-o cells form a group that can be can be objectively distinguished from P and M cells (Fig. 11 ). All these observations suggest that the K-o cells form a distinct and previously uncharacterized receptive field type in the monkey LGN.
Where does orientation selectivity arise?
The strongest source of synaptic drive to the LGN is the retina, and the visually driven spike rates exhibited by K-o cells are consistent with direct retinal drive (Figs. 1, 4, 8 -10) . A distinct class of ganglion cell selective for vertical orientations was reported (Levick, 1967) , and has recently been thoroughly characterized (Venkataramani and Taylor, 2010) , in rabbit retina. These cells are functionally (He et al., 1998) and morphologically (Venkataramani and Taylor, 2010) distinct from directionselective ganglion cells, and are also distinct from a class of ganglion cells selective for horizontal orientations (Levick, 1967; Venkataramani and Taylor, 2010) . A class of ganglion cells pre- ferring upward image motion (Kim et al., 2008 ) is present in mouse retina but, in contrast to these and other directionselective cells (for review, see Vaney et al., 2012) , the K-o cells show only weak direction selectivity.
The K-o cells show some functional overlap with P cells on three measures (receptive field size, Fig. 7 ; contrast sensitivity, Fig. 8; temporal sensitivity, Fig. 9 ). As explained above, convergence of two vertically aligned P afferents with the same response polarity cannot account for the selectivity of K-o cells. Such convergence would not explain the feeble responses of K-o cells to low spatial frequencies, nor how the complex-like property of some K-o cells could arise. Further, K-o cell temporal tuning has more low-pass characteristic than that of P cells (Fig. 9) ; this difference is hard to explain by a simple phase-invariant addition of responses. Finally, reverse correlation maps from two K-o cells (Fig. 4C) showed elongated, spatially segregated On-and Offsubfields, consistent with the idea that orientation selectivity in K-o cells is based on convergence of On-and Off-pathways, as considered important for cortical orientation selectivity (Heggelund and Moors, 1983; Alonso et al., 1996; Jin et al., 2011) .
In addition to the retina, potential sources of orientationtuned inputs to LGN are the superior colliculus and parabigeminal nucleus. These projections specifically target the K layers (Harting et al., 1978 (Harting et al., , 1986 (Harting et al., , 1991 . Neurons in the mouse superior colliculus commonly exhibit orientation-selective receptive fields (Wang et al., 2006) , but there is less evidence for orientation tuning in macaque monkey colliculus or in the colliculoparabigeminal projection (Schiller and Koerner, 1971; Cynader and Berman, 1972; Marrocco et al., 1981) . In our recent study of marmoset superior colliculus (Tailby et al., 2012) we found only 3/29 tested neurons that showed orientation selectivity (OSI) Ͼ 0.3. Therefore the orientation selectivity of K-o cells is unlikely to originate in the superior colliculus.
A third possible source of orientation-tuned inputs to LGN is feedback projection from V1. The K-o cells do share similarities to cortical neurons and show overlap on spatial tuning and orientation bandwidth (Figs. 5, 6 ). Cortical feedback does influence orientation tuning in the LGN (Vidyasagar and Urbas, 1982; Sillito et al., 1993; Wang et al., 2006) and plays a role in binocular interactions of LGN neurons (Schmielau and Singer, 1977) . Cortical inputs, however, are considered to modulate LGN relay cell excitability rather than driving neuronal depolarization as strongly as retinal inputs do (Sincich et al., 2007) . In sum, the most likely source of driving input to K-o cells is from verticallyselective retinal ganglion cells, or from convergence in the LGN.
Relevance for visual processing
What relevance could K-o cells have for visual perception? As outlined above, the extreme argument that all cortical orientation selectivity is inherited from K-o cells can be ruled out, because there are simply not enough cells in the entire LGN to achieve a complete high-resolution map of all orientations. One alternate possibility is that subcortical orientation signals could "seed" the production of cortical orientation domains during development (Vidyasagar et al., 1996; Jin et al., 2011; cf. Paik and Ringach, 2012) .
Some K cells make direct projections to the middle temporal (MT) area bypassing V1 (Benevento and Yoshida, 1981; Yukie and Iwai, 1981; Sincich et al., 2004; Warner et al., 2010) . It is possible that K-o cells are included in this projection, but the weak direction selectivity in K-o cells stands in sharp contrast to the high selectivity of most MT cells for image drift direction. Relatedly, direction-selective cells form the main input to the accessory optic system for retinal image stabilization and ocular motor control (for review, see Simpson, 1984) . The lack of direction selectivity in K-o cells means that they cannot be an aberrant projection of some axons from these eye-movement control circuits.
The small receptive field size of K-o cells (Fig. 7C) , and the low overall proportion of K pathway cells suggest that K-o cells must sample the visual field sparsely and/or for a limited range of orientations. On this line of reasoning, any relevance of K-o cells for visual processing should be linked to their selectivity for orientations close to vertical (Figs. 1, 2, 4) . These observations lead to the speculation that K-o cells could contribute to a primitive system for binocular processing, either directly or by feeding onto binocular neurons at a later processing stage. The limited data on binocular responses in K-o cells (Fig. 10) suggest that K-o cell binocular responses are unlike those of binocular cells in V1, which show well matched orientation preferences in the two eyes. We do not yet have sufficient data on binocular inputs to K-o cells to draw firmer conclusions. Regardless of these unanswered questions, the presence of cortical-like orientation selectivity in LGN gives further evidence that analysis of complex image features does not occur exclusively in visual cortex in primates.
